
Communication

To begin with, a political representative re-presents information just like a media representative. 
This is the primary reason why journalists and politicians sometimes appear to be almost at war: 
they are direct competitors. I have worked in the media here and in Finland and the worst thing 
about media is the financial pressures forcing inbox journalism on otherwise eager and effective 
journalists. They truly have my sympathy. But I won't support that complete subversion of the 4th 
estate: journalism was always about getting out there and finding the story that some don't want 
told, rather than sitting in the office to find the story that some do want told in your inbox in a neat 
press release. The PR industry, and the purely commercial voices it supports, already dominate the 
media landscape far too much. I refuse to do press releases but I'm not shy of speaking the untold 
stories up front in person. That is what the 4th estate was about, and what good political 
representation is also about. 
Media regulation is a federal issue not affectable by a local government, but there is a strong case to
be made for breaking up media monopolies and forcing local ownership to support local media. If 
that's what the media customers want, it will happen through the market rather than legislatively.

So what about local government? When I stood for Hobart City Council last in 2010, my policies 
focused on media communication: specifically the online and social media presence. Since then, 
HCC had the stuffing knocked out of it by a social media page lampooning it regularly – that would
never have happened if HCC had occupied social media space as I recommended back in 2010. But 
now we're 2018, and the landscape has changed again. HCC now has multiple online presences all 
pushing a PR message about how engaged with the community HCC is. Community engagement is 
the primary responsibility of alderpeople – and many HCC alderpeople are as invisible as they were
in 2010.  The Hobart City Council Community Engagement Policy is a joke, acting as a substitute 
for community engagement rather than supplementing it. A soft pastel website is a very poor 
substitute for an alderperson showing up to your local community group's AGM, or knocking on 
your door on even a rainy sunday. If we all voted for the last council representative we'd directly 
interacted with, would we actually be voting for that streetsweeper, or that gardener, or that 
roadworker, or that planning officer, or that alderperson, or a slick website?


